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The Island Scenario

12 Survivors have arrived on a small island after a shipwreck.  However, 
the island is only large enough to support 6 people.  You have a raft that 
will hold 6 people only, choose which 6 people to stay and live on the 
island and 6 people to take their chances on the open ocean.  Each person 
has their own skills and quirks. 

1- A single man from Africa is 60 years old and slightly overweight he 
knows everything about farming and can grow anything anywhere 
but he has a bad temper.
2- An African woman age 34, she worked as an accountant and is 
great with numbers.  She is quite arrogant and strong willed.  
3- A couple from Germany, the man is 37 and is an engineer, he can 
make and build anything but he hates anyone not from Germany and 
refuses to work with them.  He will not leave his wife.
4- His wife, also from Germany aged 35 cannot speak English and is 
pregnant with child.  She has no useful skills other than cleaning the 
house.
5- Japanese scientist aged 40; she is very skilled with the study of 
plants and can brew and mix them to make a variety of medicines.  
However, she is a feminist and hates men being around.



6- A Japanese businessman aged 50; his skill is in making contracts 
and getting the best deal.  He is rich and is offering 1 000 000 $ to 
everyone to allow him to stay on the island and to do no work.

7- A Chinese student, she is 18 years old and is still studying English; 
she has no useful skills other than playing QQ, shopping and sleeping 
in class. She is afraid of going onto the raft and is willing to learn how 
to survive on the island.

8- A Chinese doctor skilled in both modern medicine and the ancient 
practices of old Chinese medicine.  Age 50, is a nice person but is a 
known womaniser (or si lang).

9- A woman from France, age 35 and is a nurse but she doesn’t speak 
any English only French.

10- A French chef aged 40, a very good cook and knows his way 
around the kitchen, however he has accidently killed someone in the 
past.

11- A lawyer from Canada, female age 25, is corrupt and agrees that 
she has no useful skills but is willing to work to earn her stay on the 
island

12- A teacher from Canada, male age 40, very smart, handsome, kind 
and caring.  He knows a little about everything.



- In groups read the scenario on 
the handout.
- Choose the best arrangement 
for you and give explanantions.
-Write your decision on a sheet
of paper.
-Delegate one member of your
group to explain your collective 
choice.

Instructions



Conclusions

If you want your project to be successful, you:
- should not choose your team members on the basis of their
nationalities or cultures
-should choose them based on their skills and competences
and how they can contribute to the execution of your project.
- should not build your team according to the stereotypes you
have on other cultures.
- should give your team members the opportunity to show 
their skills and what they can do to make the project succeed.
- make your prejudices dominate your behaviour within the 
team in order to avoid stereotype threat.
- should have a good and healthy intercultural communication 
within the same team in order to build a sound project
management.
- should know to whom you delegate the tasks in the project.




